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Daihatsu Adds the Special Edition VS Series to Move Canbus Mini 

Passenger Vehicle 

G “Makeup VS SA III” G “Black Accent VS SA III” 

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Daihatsu”) has added the special edition “VS Series” to the line-

up of its Move Canbus mini passenger vehicle, and will launch the vehicles nationwide on December 

14. 

Launched in September 2016, the Move Canbus mini passenger vehicle was planned and developed 

primarily for women who enjoy their lifestyles. With its unique design, two-tone color schemes, and its 

highly convenient packaging and sliding doors, the Move Canbus has been well received by customers. 

This time, four special edition “VS Series” vehicles—equipped with the Warm Pack and other features 

as standard—have been added based on the G “Makeup Limited SA III” and G “Black Interior Limited 

SA III” which were well received for the accent colors used in their interiors and exteriors. 

In addition, G “Black Interior VS SA III” and G “Black Accent VS SA III” have adopted leather shift knobs 

to heighten their sense of quality while keeping to an affordable price. 

Based on its “Light you up” approach, going forwards Daihatsu will continue to provide optimal mobility 
to every one of its customers, and cater to their needs via its extended range of mini and compact 
vehicles. 
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* Overview of Special-Edition Models * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G “Makeup VS SA III”                        G “White Accent VS SA III” 

 

＜Main special features＞ 

Grade G “Makeup VS SA III” G “White Accent VS SA III” 
Base grade G “Makeup Limited SA III”  

Exterior 

The following parts are all colored Pearl White: 
- Front grill 
- Colored door mirrors 

・Stripes color (white roof) 
- 14-inch, two-tone colored full wheel caps 

(complete with “Canbus” emblem) in Silver 
x Pearl White 

The following parts are all colored Pearl White: 
- Front grill 
- Colored door mirrors 
- Front and rear bumper malls 
- Side malls 
- Outer door handles 
- Pin stripes 

・LED fog lights (with pearl white rings) 
- 14-inch, two-tone colored full wheel caps 

(complete with “Canbus” emblem) in Silver x 
Pearl White 

Interior 
・Single-push automatic open drink holder (driver seat) 

[Mild Mocha/Fine Mint Metallic/Mist Pink]*1 

Comfortable 
equipment 

・Warm Pack <heated door mirrors (2WD only*2)>, seat heater for driver seat, windshield deicer, 
and rear heater ducts (2WD only*2) 

Body colors 

Pearl White III 
× Blooming Pink Metallic 
[Mist Pink*1] 

Pearl White III 
× Fine Mint Metallic 
[Fine Mint*1] 

Pearl White III 
× Natural Beige Mica Metallic 
[Mild Mocha*1] 

Pearl White III 
×Smooth Gray Mica Metallic 
[Mild Mocha*1] 

Blooming Pink Metallic 
[Mist Pink*1] 
Fine Mint Metallic 
[Fine Mint*1] 
Natural Beige Mica Metallic 
[Mild Mocha*1] 

*1: Interior accent colors within []. Interior accent colors depend on the body color. 
*2: Equipped as standard on 4WD models 
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   G “Black Interior VS SA III”                G “Black Accent VS SA III”  

 

＜Main special features＞ 

Grade G “Black Interior VS SA III” G “Black Accent VS SA III” 
Base grade G “Black Interior Limited SA III” 

Exterior 

The colors of the following are all set as gray: 
- Front grill 
- Colored door mirrors 

・Stripes color (gray roof) 

The following parts are all colored Black: 
- Front grill 
- Colored door mirrors 
- Front and rear bumper malls 
- Side malls 
- Outer door handles 
- Pin stripes 

・LED fog lights (with black rings) 
- 14-inch, two-tone colored full wheel caps 
(complete with “Canbus” emblem) in Silver x 
Black 

Interior ・Instrument panel center shift lever: Leather (with silver decorations) 

Comfortable 
equipment 

・Warm Pack <heated door mirrors (2WD only*2)>, seat heater for driver seat, windshield deicer, 
and rear heater ducts (2WD only*2) 

Body colors 

Smooth Gray Mica Metallic 
×Fire Quartz Red Metallic 

Smooth Gray Mica Metallic 
×Plum Brown Crystal Mica 

Smooth Gray Mica Metallic 
×Black Mica Metallic 

Pearl White III (manufacturer’s option) 
Smooth Gray Mica Metallic 

 

* Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (including consumption tax) * 
(Prices are recommended retail prices and are intended for reference purposes only. Prices are independently set by sales companies; 

for further details, please visit your nearest sales company. Insurance, taxes (excluding consumption tax), vehicle recycling costs, and 

various expenses accompanying registration and other procedures are charged separately.) 

Grade Engine Transmission 
Drive 

system 
Price (yen) 

☆ G “Makeup VS SA III” 

NA*3 CVT 

2WD 1,628,000 

4WD 1,754,500 

G “White Accent VS SA III” 
2WD 1,562,000 

4WD 1,688,500 

G “Black Interior VS SA III” 
2WD 1,628,000 

4WD 1,754,500 

☆ G “Black Accent VS SA III” 
2WD 1,562,000 

4WD 1,688,500 

*3：Naturally aspirated engine                                    ☆ Pictured on page 1 

 

 


